TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS
SEC. 13
COR. 24
T. 55 N.
R. 11 W.

HISTORICAL: GLO T55R11W Page 5 1872
MAP
- A-1817
- B-574
- F-27-14
- Book 10 Pg 39

CONDITION

FOUND: 5/8" Iron Rod set by Les Fultz MAP B-574
- Set Post (1872) GLO T55R11W Page 5
- 16" Spr N 53° 18' 32" E 40' MAP B-574 (1868)
- 20" Spr N 86° 22' 11" E 111' MAP B-574 (1868)
- G" Spr N 59° 126" E 111' Book 10 Pg 39 (1888)
- SET A POST Book 10 Pg 39 (1888)

CORNER IS ± 400 FT SOUTH OF SPUR RIDGE -- COURSE IS
WEST AND ± 120 FT WEST OF GROUP OF FOUR SPRUCE TREES

COMMENTS: WEST AND ± 120 FT WEST OF GROUP OF FOUR SPRUCE TREES

REWITNESS

1 SET
2" Iron with 3" Brass Cap in 10" Tile and 3/4" Iron Bar Over Fd 5/8" Iron Section
56" Hat Section NORTH 15

NEW ACCESSORY:
Placed Yellow BT Tags "Do Not Cut" Tags on BT's
Scribed by Les Fultz (MAP B-574)

COMMENTS: Hat Section is ± 2 Feet above ground.
Corner is located in Beach Sand ± 60 Feet East of Coast Guard Line.
Old Fence runs East from Corner which is ± 12 Feet West of Trail
that bears N-S along Beach

IN THE PRESENCE OF:
AL DUNCAN / GALE ARTHUR
11-12-69 / 11-12-69

GALE ARTHUR - DAN MCNUTT
8-24-87

DATE: 8-74 PHOTO:
* = County corner tag affixed.

TITLE: